Abstract-Minimum vertex cover problem is an NP-Hard problem with the aim of finding minimum number of vertices to cover graph. In this paper, a learning automaton based algorithm is proposed to find minimum vertex cover in graph. In the proposed algorithm, each vertex of graph is equipped with a learning automaton that has two actions in the candidate or noncandidate of the corresponding vertex cover set. Due to characteristics of learning automata, this algorithm significantly reduces the number of covering vertices of graph. The proposed algorithm based on learning automata iteratively minimize the candidate vertex cover through the update its action probability. As the proposed algorithm proceeds, a candidate solution nears to optimal solution of the minimum vertex cover problem. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, several experiments conducted on DIMACS dataset which compared to conventional methods. Experimental results show the major superiority of the proposed algorithm over the other methods.
INTRODUCTION
Set cover of undirected graph G=(V,E) is a subset SV, such that every vertex vV is either in S or adjacent to a vertex of S. In particular, vertex cover (VC) is set of vertices that cover all vertices in arbitrary graph, in other words, undirected graph G=(V,E), S⊆V is subset of vertices if (u,v)E then uS or vS. Vertex set with minimum cardinality is known as minimum vertex cover (MVC). Minimum vertex cover problem (MVCP) is a NP-Complete problem [7, 8] which has exponential time complexity. Several practical applications of this problem include communication networks, social network [16] , computer network and bioinformatics [1, 2] . MVCP introduced by Gary and Johnson and proved by Karp as NP-complete problem in connected graph in 1972. Therefore it is almost impossible finding polynomial time complexity algorithm for solving it. Thus many researchers have attracted to solve minimum vertex cover problem [9, 18] . Theoretical studied were carried out on the set cover by Cerderia and Pinto as focusing on the inequality conditions of vertices and edges in graphs [3, 19, 21] .
In general, proposed solutions for MVCP are classified in two categories as heuristic and approximation algorithms [15] . Although, exact solution as branch and bound technique has been proposed for this problem, the time complexity is very high [4] . Heuristic algorithms for solving this problem have received many attractions for obtaining good approximate and near optimal results in reasonable time. For example, a greedy algorithm starts with an empty set, then, at each step, selects the best candidate with maximum degree and continues to reach the stop condition [3] . A popular approximation technique removes vertices of edges that have been chosen randomly from set. In this algorithm, the obtained result is always lower than twice the optimum solution, although this approximate method does not optimum solution but can be provided near optimal solution [5] . In [21] , two approximation algorithms have been suggested for MVCP. The first method tries to select multiple nodes and uses minimum steiner tree to connect edges between them by minimum number of nodes to reach minimum vertex cover, thus another method must be applied to calculate minimum number of vertices of candidate set. This process increased running time. Second algorithm uses greedy technique similar to former method while the optimal number of nodes must be determined before as input of algorithm [21] . Another successful heuristic method for solving minimum vertex cover is genetic algorithm which finds a local optimum solution [4] . According to local optimality, the previous methods may provide better solution for MVC, but it is shown that genetic algorithm obtains answers in less time [4, 22] . Other successful method that can be referred here is parallel dynamic interaction (PDI), this method works much better than genetic and greedy methods in terms of convergence percentage of solution in consecutive iterations but has a higher running time and it does not provide a good result in large graphs [11] . In recent years, several learning automata based algorithms are presented to solve graph problems and successful results have been reported in literatures such as shortest path problem [10] , minimum spanning tree problem [24] , minimum dominating set problem [25] , maximum clique problem [13, 6] and graph coloring problem [26] .
In this paper, learning automata is applied to solve minimum vertex cover problem. In the proposed algorithm, a network of learning automata is created corresponding given graph, the collaboration between learning automata and learning mechanism that exist for each automaton, make the proposed algorithm able to obtain near optimal solutions. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2 learning automata and distributed learning automata are introduced briefly. In Section 3 proposed algorithm based on distributed learning automata is described in detail. The performance of proposed algorithm is evaluated through the simulation experiments in section 4. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.
II. LEARNING AUTOMATA
Learning automaton (LA) [12, 14] is an abstract model of finite state machine so that it can perform finite actions which randomly chosen and evaluated by a stochastic environment and response is given as reward or penalty to LA. LA uses feedback of environment and select next action. During this process, LA learns how to chooses the best action from a set of allowed actions. Figure 1 illustrates relationship between the LA and the its random environment. LA with variable structure can be described with quadruple {α, β, p, T} where α={α 1 ,…,α r } denotes the finite set of actions and β={β 1 ,…,β m } is the set of input values that can be taken by reinforcement signal and p={p 1 ,…,p r } is probability vector of each action. P(n+1)=T[α(n), β(n), p(n)] is learning algorithm where is updated in each iteration. Equations (1) and (2) illustrate changes in probability vector according to performance evaluation of α i in each step. Automaton updates its action probability set based on equation (1) for favorable responses as:
And equation (2) for unfavorable ones:
Where P(n) is the action probability vector at instant n. r is the number of actions that can be taken by the LA. a and b denote reward and penalty parameters and determine the amount of increases and decreases of the action probabilities, respectively. If a=b learning algorithm is called linear reward penalty (L R-P ), if b<<a given learning algorithm is called linear reward-ε penalty (L R-εP ), and finally if b=0 it is called linear reward inaction (L R-I ) [24] [25] [26] .
A. Distributed Learning Automata
A learning automaton is a simple agent for doing simple things. The full potential of learning automata is realized when they are interconnected to work together. A distributed learning automata (DLA) is a network of learning automata cooperating to solve a particular problem. In this network, each time just one automata is active. Number of actions performed by an automaton is equal to number of learning automata connected to it. By choosing an action of automata in this network, the connected automata at other side will be activated. The model of DLA network denotes a graph in each of vertex is an automaton [10] . 
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, a proposed algorithm based on learning automaton for solving minimum vertex cover problem is presented. Undirected graph G=(V,E) is served as input of algorithm and output is minimum expected vertex cover set. At first, a network of learning automata is formed by assigning an automaton to each vertex. Set of action that can be taken by learning automata is edges connected to each vertex of graph. This means the number of each automaton's action equal to number of set of edges connected to it. Initially, it is assumed that all automatons are disabled. In first iteration, one automata is chosen randomly and activated, then chosen automata is added to covering set, All its neighbors are added to the set of neighborhood then this automata chooses one of its action (edges connected to automata). Selection of automata in first iteration is randomly because the  probabilities of all edges are equal. This process is continued until the cardinality of covering set is equal to the predefined threshold. Chosen automata of each iteration placed in a separate category as path, then activated automata are known respectively. After each iteration, number of vertices for covering set is compared with previous covering set vertices and automata with minimum set of vertices covering having maximum neighbors get rewarded, otherwise penalized them. Updating vector probability and learning mechanism function is mentioned in section 2. Stopping condition can be applied as a certain number of iterations to proposed algorithm. In this paper, in addition to specified number of iterations, the entropy of probability action vector is used as a criterion for stopping condition. It is noticed that, at first, learning automata chooses its action with equal probability and will converge to an optimal value in learning process; this can be easily demonstrated by using entropy of action probability vector. Entropy is a fundamental concept in thermodynamic representing the degree of order/disorder in thermodynamic system that plays an important role in various fields of computer science, such as learning. Entropy in its basic indicates a measure of uncertainty action of learning automata at next selection.
Higher entropy indicates greater degree of uncertainty at choosing next action. High uncertainty in the probability vector for learning automata means that automata have no useful information for achieving goal and select their actions randomly, but lower uncertainty measure indicates automata with higher likelihood select one of actions and have useful information to get the target. Suppose that {p 1 , p 2 , …, p r } is the action probability vector of learning automata with r actions, entropy of action probability vector is determined as follows:
Entropy value will be highest when all actions probability is the same. At successive iterations entropy value will be came down [23] . In case of two-actions learning automata, entropy value will be between 0 and 1. For other case if number of actions is greater than two, it can be re-scaled between 0 to 1. The general structure of proposed algorithm is shown in the following diagram as figure 3 . Thus LA learns how to choose best action with minimum vertex cover in successive iterations. This process will be continued until the solution reach to near optimal. In next section, experimental simulations are demonstrated to evaluate proposed algorithm. [20] and EWCC [9] in table 1. The number of vertex cover in graphs is listed in table1. "Cn" indicates the number of covering nodes, "Lp" means the number of iterations required to achieve an acceptable answer. It is noted that successful rate of all algorithms for table 1 is obtained 100% According to results in the table 1, proposed algorithm (CVLA) has considerable success in terms of cover size and coverage loop. Convergence of proposed method based on entropy changes on various benchmark graphs as is shown in figure 4 . The rate of entropy changes were tested an average of 10 independent run for 1000 iteration. According to the obtained results in figure 4 , the downward entropy diagram shows effective information on convergence and is close to optimal value. Interestingly the proposed algorithm has fast convergence in experiments. In all instances and different performances full convergence with minimum number of nodes has been obtained with %100 success rate.
Comparison of coverage in SA and ESA [17] methods for proposed algorithm is also shown in figure 5 as a bar chart diagram for P_hat3003. Based on demonstrated results given in table 1, figures 4 and figure 5 , the proposed algorithm has favorable performance in comparison to ESA, EWCC, EWLS and SA methods.
Comparing proposed algorithm to other algorithms indicates that the number of covering nodes has came down which is a result of using less iteration than that of mentioned algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new algorithm for minimum vertex cover problem was proposed using distributed learning automata. As mentioned above, most of the methods starting from a random set of optimal search whereas in proposed algorithm in each step define vertex set and improved the response using learning mechanism and good result have been obtained for minimum vertex cover problem. Due to exponential complexity of minimum vertex cover problem, the algorithm is not supposed to reach optimal solution in reasonable time, but the results show that proposed algorithm optimizes solutions than other well-known algorithms in minimum vertex cover problem.
